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PART 5 MISSING WORDS 

QUESTIONS 
 

Directions: A word or phrase is missing in each of the sentences 
below. Four answers are given below each sentence. Select the best 

answer to complete the sentence.  
 
1. The Sales Department, in light ___ the recent drop in sales, warns that 
earnings may be down this quarter.  

A) of 
B) by 
C) at 

D) on 

2. As part of its new fall sales _________, Mika Motors will offer big 
rebates on all new vehicles.  

A) promoted 
B) promote 
C) promoting 

D) promotion 

3. Titan Tire terminated Mr. Carson's employment because of poor job ---

--- and punctuality.  

A) perform 
B) performing 

C) performance 
D) performer 

4. The tentative blue print for corporate restructuring was well ------ by 

shareholders.  

A) adopted 
B) considered 
C) proposed 

D) received 
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5. Ms. Halston's complex marketing ------ failed to impress the new 
client.  

A) presenter 
B) present 

C) presentation 
D) presented 

6. The legal department requested a ------ to the contract.  

A) deflection 
B) rejection 
C) revision 

D) election 

7. The chip manufacturer reported its fiscal first quarter profits more than 
doubled ------ a sluggish economy 

A) because 
B) despite 
C) along 

D) together 

8. The battered global economy has ------ to show signs of recovery in 
2010.  

A) already 
B) yet 

C) beginning 
D) need 

9. Sales at the Tokyo and Singapore offices have increased 3 and 5 

percent ------.  

A) respectively 

B) receptively 

C) respectfully 

D) reasonably 
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10. The report ------that further investment in the politically unstable 
region was risky.  

A) concluded 
B) analyzed 

C) researched 
D) encouraged 

11. The automotive parts industry has grown ------ in South East Asia 

over the past decade.  

A) considered 
B) considerable 

C) considering 
D) considerably 

12. Opposition parties have ------ a willingness to negotiate the terms of 

the proposal.  

A) engaged 
B) expressed 
C) involved 

D) assumed 

13. Hyper Tech Incorporated is about to ______ on an exciting new 
project. 

A) emerge 
B) embargo 
C) embrace 

D) embark 

14. An agency seeking to use popular songs for commercial advertising 

has to get formal permission from the music publisher ______. 

A) to so do 
B) to do it so 

C) to do so 
D) so to do 
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15. ______ interest will accrue after the bond matures. 

A) Never 

B) None 
C) No 

D) Not 

16. When a firm first offers its stock for sale to potential investors, it 
conducts ______ is known as an initial public offer, or IPO. 

A) this 
B) how 
C) that 

D) what 

17. ______ orders we get, the better we will be off. 

A) The most 
B) Most of the 

C) The more 
D) More of the  

18. There were two offers for the company's stock, but ______ of them 
was very attractive. 

A) neither 

B) either 
C) both 

D) nothing 

19. The first textile mills ______ in the United States were located in New 
England. 

A) to establish 
B) were established 
C) being established 

D) to be established 

20. The licensing agreement gives our company an ______ right to 
distribute these products in Southeast Asia. 

A) expressive 
B) exhaustive 
C) exclusive 

D) extensive 


